Faint dwarf satellite galaxies are important as tracers of small-scale structure, but remain poorly characterized outside the Local Group, due to the difficulty of identifying them consistently at larger distances. We review a recently proposed method for estimating the average satellite population around a given sample of nearby bright galaxies, using a combination of size and magnitude cuts (to select low-redshift dwarf galaxies preferentially) and clustering measurements (to estimate the fraction of true satellites in the cut sample). We test this method using the high-precision photometric redshift catalog of the COSMOS survey, exploring the effect of specific cuts on the clustering signal. The most effective of the size-magnitude cuts considered recover the clustering signal around low-redshift primaries (z < 0.15) with about two-thirds of the signal and 80% of the signal-to-noise ratio obtainable using the full COSMOS photometric redshifts. These cuts are also fairly efficient, with more than one third of the selected objects being clustered satellites. We conclude that structural selection represents a useful tool in characterizing dwarf populations to fainter magnitudes and/or over larger areas than are feasible with spectroscopic surveys. In reviewing the low-redshift content of the COSMOS field, we also note the existence of several dozen objects that appear resolved or partially resolved in the HST imaging, and are confirmed to be local (at distances of ∼250 Mpc or less) by their photometric or spectroscopic redshifts. This underlines the potential for future space-based surveys to reveal local populations of intrinsically faint galaxies through imaging alone.
INTRODUCTION
The Milky Way, M31, and other bright galaxies in the nearby universe are observed to have retinues of faint dwarf satellites. The 'classical' dwarfs of the Local Group, those identified decades ago, have magnitudes brighter than M ∼ −6 in the B or V -band, while the more recently discovered 'ultrafaints' can be many magnitudes fainter (see McConnachie 2012, for a review). Given their high velocity dispersions and implied high mass-to-light ratios, dwarf satellites are in- Merritt et al. 2014; Javanmardi et al. 2016; Crnojević et al. 2016; Müller et al. 2017; Greco et al. 2018 , and references therein), most of our information about faint satellites comes from the Local Group, and models of dwarf galaxy formation typically set out to reproduce its properties. Our view of the Local Group is limited, however, by obscuration and uneven (albeit gradually improving - Laevens et al. 2015a,b; Bechtol et al. 2015; Drlica-Wagner et al. 2015) sky coverage. Furthermore, studies of bright satellites around Milky Way analogues suggest that our Galaxy may be unusual in some respects; for instance, the presence of two bright, star forming satellites represents a 1 in 250 or rarer occurrence (Robotham et al. 2012) . To reach robust conclusions about typical satellite populations, we really need to expand the inventory of host systems with well-sampled satellite distributions by a factor of 100 or more.
Identifying faint satellites around more distant primaries is, unfortunately, very challenging. Over a reasonably large volume, such objects should be bright enough to be detected in large-area surveys. But without some means of determining distances to faint galaxies, and thus of associating them with nearby bright ones, local satellites are swamped by the much larger number of faint background galaxies. Recent work by the SAGA survey (Geha et al. 2017 ) provides a good indication of the challenge; a massive spectroscopic campaign measuring more than 17,000 redshifts found only two dozen new dwarfs down to a magnitude of −12, within a projected virial radius around their nearby targets. Going fainter would decrease the efficiency further, at prohibitive cost in observing time.
There are alternatives to spectroscopic distance determinations. Photometric redshifts are one example; in cases where many bands are available, these can be quite effective for determining 3D structure, at least on large scales (Scoville et al. 2007b (Scoville et al. , 2013 . Unfortunately, photometric redshifts of this quality are only available for a few small fields, notably the COSMOS field (Scoville et al. 2007a) . A second possibility is to use clustering to estimate the average distance to a faint population of objects, by association with a brighter set of objects of known distance or redshift. Association inferred from proximity on the sky provides distance estimates for a number of the (relatively rare) dwarf galaxies in the 'Local Volume' out to 11 Mpc , while the related statistical technique of 'clustering redshifts' (Ménard et al. 2013; Rahman et al. 2015) has been used to determine mean redshifts for populations at greater distances (e.g. Rahman et al. 2016) . Even here, without any further sample selection beyond a basic magnitude cut, the clustering signal from faint, nearby systems tends to be weak.
A third alternative for estimating distances (or at least selecting local galaxies preferentially) is structural (size, magnitude, and/or surface-brightness) selection. As we will show below, the intrinsically faint galaxies of the local universe occupy a distinct region of structural parameter space. Cuts in size, magnitude, and/or surface brightness are not enough to uniquely identify them at all redshifts, but can be quite effective for nearby objects. This method has been used implicitly several times, e.g. in Ferrarese et al. (2012) or Karachentsev et al. (2013) , but without much systematic study. In (Speller & Taylor 2014 , ST14 hereafter) , we proposed a specific structural selection criterion, based on size and magnitude, to identify satellites around primaries at distances of 10-40 Mpc. We demonstrated that our structural cuts preferentially select nearby dwarfs by measuring the clustering signal of the cut sample with respect to the primaries. Overall, our cuts increased the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the clustering signal from undetectable levels up to a value ∼ 9, allowing us to measure a number of properties of the satellite population. One major limitation of this method, however, is the incompleteness of the resulting samples (down to a fixed magnitude or luminosity limit), which we estimated to be 50% or more. Furthermore, our selection was tuned to relatively nearby systems. It is unclear how well this selection method extends to fainter magnitudes, and more generally, how it depends on the detailed form of the structural cut.
The goal of the current work is to study and test the structural selection method in more detail. Ideally, we would do this with large ( 10 4 object), complete samples of faint (21-22 magnitude) galaxies with measured spectroscopic redshifts. Unfortunately, no samples of sufficient depth and areal coverage are currently available. The closest equivalent is the photometric redshift catalog of the COSMOS survey (Mobasher et al. 2007; Ilbert et al. 2009; Laigle et al. 2016 ). This provides photo-zs with an accuracy of 1% or better down to magnitudes of i + = 23 (or even deeper at low redshift), and thus gives a good indication of which faint galaxies are truly local, albeit over a very small field. Since the COSMOS field is so small, we will push the limits of the selection method developed in ST14, extending the distance range considered by a factor of 25, in order to increase the size of the primary sample and allow a robust detection of the clustering signal.
We apply structural selection to galaxies in the COS-MOS field, using various cuts based on structural properties measured at ground-based resolution by the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS hereafter - York et al. 2000) , for consistency with ST14. Defining samples of bright, nearby primaries with spectroscopic redshifts and fainter secondary samples selected structurally, we measure the clustering of secondaries with respect to primaries, and use this to estimate what fraction of the secondaries are true satellites. We study the effect of several different selection cuts on the purity and completeness of the resulting satellites samples.
The outline of the paper is as follows. In Section 2, we first introduce the surveys and datasets used. In Section 3, we then present the basic argument behind structural selection, using known dwarf populations from the Local Group or the 'Local Volume' within 11 Mpc to estimate the intrinsic distribution of dwarf galaxy properties. In Section 4, we describe our selection of primary and secondary samples in the COSMOS field, and explain how the primary-secondary clustering amplitude is measured. To establish a baseline for the effectiveness of structural selection, in Section 5, we measure this clustering amplitude for a secondary sample with no structural cuts, as well as for a sample with photo-z cuts to isolate those objects most likely to lie at the distance of the primary. In Section 6, we apply cuts on secondary structure instead, and show how much of the clustering signal these can recover. Finally, in Section 7 we consider the very nearest systems in the COSMOS catalog, that appear to be resolved or partially resolved in the Hubble Space Telescope (HST) imaging available for the field (Koekemoer et al. 2007) , and give an indication of the samples that future wide-field, space-based surveys will provide. In Section 8 we conclude by discussing the limitations of structural selection, and the future prospects for this technique. Throughout the paper we calculate distances assuming a cosmological model with parameters Ωm,0 = 0.31, ΩΛ,0 = 0.69 and h = 0.678, consistent with recent Planck analyses (Planck Collaboration et al. 2014 .
DATA
The data considered in this paper includes several local samples of nearby galaxies, and the galaxies of the COS-MOS field. For the latter, we use information both from high-resolution and/or space-based imaging, and from lowerresolution SDSS imaging. Each of the catalogs or sets of measurements is described below.
The Local Group
Although the inventory of identified local galaxies is always expanding, the Nearby Galaxy Catalog of McConnachie (2012, M12 hereafter) provides a reasonably recent summary of all known objects, up to a few Mpc from the Milky Way. We use the version of the catalog available on the author's web-site 1 , which was last updated in 2013. We have verified that with a few exceptions (e.g. Canis Major), the objects in this version of the Nearby Galaxy Catalog also appear in the Local Volume Catalog described below. For internal consistency, we will use the distances, magnitudes and isophotal radii recorded in the latter, since it contains more objects overall. We will use the different size measurements given in the two catalogs to estimate a half-light radius for every object in the Local Volume Catalogue, as described below.
The Local Volume
As discussed in the Introduction, identifying distant dwarf galaxies is challenging, and current catalogs of nearby galaxies are probably very incomplete. The most extensive list of nearby systems beyond the Local Group is the 'Local Volume Catalog' (LVC), first described in (Karachentsev et al. 2004 ). This catalogue was updated in (Karachentsev et al. 2013 -K13 hereafter) , and is available on-line 2 . We will use the LVC as an indication of what more distant dwarfs might look like from a structural point of view. In particular, we will use the BT magnitudes and a26 sizes given in the on-line database, and documented in K13. These are, respectively, total magnitudes in the Johnson B−band, from various sources listed in the database, and diameters of the isophotal radius corresponding to 26.5 mag/arcsec 2 in the B band, estimated visually and calibrated using light profiles, as described in (K13). (K13 also notes that for objects with a central surface brightness equal to or fainter than 26.5 mag/arcsec 2 , the isophotal diameter definition no longer makes sense; in these cases the values listed in the LVC correspond instead to the exponential scale radius.) For typical objects with exponential profiles, the radius r26 = a26/2 should be roughly equal to the effective radius r eff (or 'half-light radius' r h in M12). In principle, we could assume a specific radial profile for each object and convert more carefully from a26 to the effective radius, but we will not need this level of precision for the general arguments presented here. Comparing the LVC r26 values to the effective radii r eff for the same objects given in the Nearby Galaxies Catalog, we find that the median ratio of the two radii is 1.05, although with large scatter and a systematic dependence on morphological type. Thus, in what follows we will assume r eff = r26 = a26/2 for the LVC objects. When needed, we will calculate exponential scale radii rexp assuming an exponential profile, such that r eff = 1.678rexp. We will also use the mean surface density interior to the effective radius, calculated as
where m 1/2 and mtot are the magnitudes corresponding to half the luminosity and the total luminosity, respectively.
More Distant Objects
At distances D > 11 Mpc and out to a few tens of Megaparsecs, the Extragalactic Distance Database (Tully et al. 2009 ) 3 provides a summary of many of the objects with known distances. We use the 'Cosmicflows-3' sample from the database (Tully et al. 2016, T16 hereafter) as indicative of the state of knowledge about galaxy populations in the distance range 10-50 Mpc. The database version of this catalog includes total B-band magnitudes, as well as distances estimated as described in T16.
COSMOS
To test our structural selection methods, we need uniform imaging for a large sample of faint galaxies with reasonably accurate (e.g. σD 100 Mpc) distance estimates. Given the difficulty of obtaining spectra for faint objects, photometric redshifts (photo-zs) provide the only realistic solution. While photo-zs derived from shallow, optical photometry in five or fewer bands are of little use at low redshift (e.g. Speller & Taylor 2014; Geha et al. 2017) , those derived from deeper imaging with large numbers of narrow-and intermediateband filters across the ultraviolet, optical and infrared range can achieve accuracies of 1% or less (e.g. Ilbert et al. 2009 ). The largest sample of accurate photo-zs is from the COS-MOS survey (Scoville et al. 2007a ), a deep, multi-wavelength survey of a 2 deg 2 equatorial field. COSMOS photo-zs were derived by template fitting, as described in Mobasher et al. (2007) and Ilbert et al. (2009) 2016). In this paper, we will use this updated catalog ('COS-MOS 2015' hereafter) 5 for our analysis. The quality of the photo-zs has been verified by comparing to a large number (50,000 or more) of spectroscopic redshifts available in the COSMOS field, notably from the zCOSMOS-bright sample (Lilly et al. 2007 ). In the redshift range z = 0-1.2, photo-zs for objects of magnitude i + AB ≤ 22.5 have an r.m.s. scatter of σ = 0.7% with respect to the spectroscopic redshifts, while the fraction of 'catastrophic failures' with relative errors |zp − zs|/(1 + zs) > 0.15 is 0.51% .
At very low redshift, these photometric redshift errors correspond to fairly small errors in distance. Figure 1 shows the absolute value of the difference between the estimated photo-z and the measured spectroscopic redshift, converted to a distance error using the approximation ∆D = c∆z/H0, for very local objects in the COSMOS 2015 catalog (zs < 0.06), as a function of their i + magnitude. (Six objects have differences of zero to within roundoff errors, and have been placed at ∆D = 2 Mpc for clarity.) We see that for most (∼80%) objects brighter than i + = 21, the distance errors are less than 100 Mpc, and they are less than 40 Mpc for half the objects brighter than i + = 22. Thus, most bright objects from the catalog with very small photo-zs (e.g. zp < 0.05) should be genuinely nearby. We will return to this point in section 7.
In the process of fitting templates and estimating redshifts, Laigle et al. (2016) also calculated stellar masses and star formation rates, which we will consider further below. Finally, high-resolution imaging with ACS and/or WFC3 is available over most of the catalog area (Koekemoer et al. 2007 (Koekemoer et al. , 2011 , via the IRSA cutout server 6 . Convenient visual browsers for the ACS mosaic 7 and the multi-wavelength coverage 8 of the field are also available. While there is no single public redshift catalog for the COSMOS field, most measured redshifts for the field are now available via the NASA Extragalactic Database 9 . We have used these redshifts, and a few others available privately from the COSMOS collaboration, to correct the photo-zs when possible. Further work obtaining spectra in the COS-MOS field is also ongoing, e.g. with the C3R2 survey (Masters et al. 2017 ).
SDSS Photometry in the COSMOS Field
The structural selection initially introduced in ST14 was based on photometry from SDSS. SDSS covers a large area, but is both shallow (with a typical limiting magnitude of 22.2 in r 10 ) and has relatively poor seeing (a median value of 1.43 in r 11 ). Thus it represents an image quality easily achievable by other large, ground-based surveys. For a fair comparison with the results of ST14, we will also use SDSS photometry here, querying the spectroscopic and photometric galaxy catalogs from the latest SDSS Data Release 13 (DR13 - Albareti et al. 2017) and matching the results to the COSMOS 2015 catalog.
To match catalogs, we first selected a subsample of COSMOS 2015 objects likely to have detections in SDSS. From the original catalogue of half a million objects, we selected objects with i + < 25.5, 0 < z < 6.9, σz < 0.5, and z − 2σz < 0.3, where i + , z and σz correspond to the catalogue quantities IP MAG AUTO, PHOTOZ, and (ZPDF H68 − ZPDF L68)/2 respectively. These cuts produced a subsample of roughly 22,000 objects. We also queried the DR13 SkyServer 12 to retrieve a photometric galaxy sample for the COSMOS region, with a 'clean' cut (as described at http://skyserver.sdss.org/dr13/en/tools/ search/sql.aspx) to ensure photometric quality. We then associated objects from the reduced COSMOS and SDSS catalogs with positions identical to within 1 of each other. Galaxies without spectroscopic redshifts were assigned photometric redshifts and associated uncertainties from the COSMOS 2015 catalog, while those with spectroscopic redshifts were assigned the spectroscopic values, with an uncertainty of σz =0.0001. The resulting matched catalogue contains 12,108 objects.
For each object in the matched SDSS-COSMOS catalog, we obtained and saved (r-band) magnitudes and sizes from SDSS. To be consistent with ST14, we used the composite model (cmodel) magnitude, among the various magnitudes that SDSS provides. We did not apply a K-correction to these magnitudes, since our sample is relatively local. For galaxy sizes, we used the (r-band) exponential scale radius (expRad) provided by SDSS, as in ST14. Where necessary, we convert from this scale radius to an effective radius using the relation appropriate for an exponential profile, r eff = 1.678rexp. The mean surface brightness within the effective radius is as calculated above, µ eff = mtot + 1.995 + 5 log(r eff ) or µ eff = mtot + 3.1194 + 5 log(rexp) , once again assuming an exponential profile. Figure 2 shows a representative selection of nearby galaxies with distance estimates, including LocalGroup/LVC and more distant objects from K13 and T16 respectively. Galaxies are plotted in terms of their absolute B-band magnitude, estimated as described in Section 2. In general, both distances and magnitudes have considerable errors, particularly at faint magnitudes, but they give an indication of our knowledge of nearby galaxies. The upper and lower curves show the loci of objects with apparent magnitudes 17 and 22 respectively, roughly the completeness limits for current, wide-field spectroscopic and photometric surveys such as SDSS.
THE BASIS FOR STRUCTURAL SELECTION
In the Local Group, at distances of less than 3 Mpc, approximately 120 galaxies are known, including 'ultrafaints' with absolute magnitudes MB > −6. Within the Local Volume, the faintest identified objects generally correspond to the 'classical' dwarfs of the Local Group, with magnitudes −15 < MB < −6. The total number of known objects in this volume is roughly 1000, though a comparison of the Local Group and LVC luminosity functions suggests the latter is incomplete by factor of up to 2 at MB = −10, and a factor of 2-4 at the faintest magnitudes (see K13 for further discussion of the completeness of the LVC).
Beyond this there is a much larger volume, out to distances of 40-50 Mpc, where classical dwarfs should be easily detectable in the photometric catalogs of large-area surveys such as SDSS, given their photometric limits M ∼ 22 (lower curve), but will lie below the typical spectroscopic limits of these surveys (M ∼ 17 -upper curve). Given the number of objects identified in the Local Volume, for instance, we might expect ∼ (4-5) 3 times as many, or ∼ 100,000 galaxies, most of them dwarfs, out to D = 50 Mpc. On the other hand, at faint magnitudes background counts will overwhelm these local objects. The SAGA survey (Geha et al. 2017) , for instance, counts roughly 3000 galaxies per square degree down to an extinction-corrected magnitude limit of r0 = 20.75, versus the handful of nearby dwarf galaxies expected per square degree. Their spectroscopic follow-up around nearby bright galaxies obtained more than 17,000 spectra, but yielded only 25 new satellites, that is a detection rate of less than 1/500. This inefficiency raises the question of whether intrinsically faint, nearby galaxies could be preferentially selected by their photometric properties alone, and if so, over what range of distances.
One possible, albeit crude, alternative to complete spectroscopic surveys is to use the structural properties of dwarfs to separate them from background galaxies. Galaxies in the nearby universe show a clear trend in surface brightness with intrinsic luminosity. At fixed apparent magnitude, intrinsically faint galaxies have lower mean surface brightness on average, or equivalently, larger angular sizes on the sky. Thus it may be possible to select them preferentially using size or surface-brightness cuts. We can illustrate this by considering how the photometric properties of objects in the LVC sample of K13 would change if we saw them at progressively larger distances. The left and right panels of Figure 3 show how apparent magnitude, size and surface brightness change as we move the LV sample from their original distances (D = 0-11 Mpc; black points) to redshifts of 0.01-0.02 (blue), 0.05 (cyan), 0.1 (green), or 0.2-0.3 (yellow). Solid squares indicate intrinsically bright galaxies (MB < −16), while open squares indicate intrinsically faint galaxies (MB ≥ −16).
In the left hand panel, objects get smaller and fainter, moving down and to the left, as their redshift increases. Intrinsically faint galaxies (open symbols) are more diffuse than intrinsically bright ones, however; as a result, at fixed apparent magnitude, dwarfs are typically 2-3× larger than intrinsically bright galaxies on the sky. A cut in size and/or magnitude that selects the tail of the apparent size distribution will thus enhance the fraction of local, intrinsically faint galaxies in a sample.
The right hand panel shows a similar effect in magnitude versus surface brightness. With increasing redshift, objects move to fainter magnitudes, and then eventually shift to lower surface brightness as cosmological dimming becomes important. Intrinsically faint galaxies start at lower surface brightness, however, so the upper right hand side of the plot is dominated by low-redshift dwarf galaxies. Once again, cuts in surface brightness and/or magnitude may select these objects preferentially out of larger samples.
We note several caveats. First, the points in Figure 3 show the locus of typical galaxies at each distance, but do not account for changing abundance due to the increasing volume probed at larger distances. Second, we have assumed that the sample of K13 is representative of cosmological volumes in general, while in fact some galaxy types (e.g. those found in clusters) may be rare or missing entirely from the LVC sample. Finally, the region dominated by local dwarf galaxies in the right-hand panel lies at fairly low mean surface brightness. SDSS catalogs start to become significantly incomplete at central surface brightnesses of µ0 24-24.5 (Blanton et al. 2005) , although some objects can be recovered down to µ0 26-26.5 (Kniazev et al. 2004 ). For the exponential surface-brightness profile typical of dwarf galaxies, these correspond to µ eff = 25.1-25.6 or µ eff = 27.1-27.6 respectively. Thus, objects in the most interesting region of parameter space may not be detectable in conventional, shallow surveys such as SDSS.
These complications motivate an empirical test of structural selection, using the COSMOS photometric redshift catalog, one of the only samples with accurate distance estimates for large numbers (tens or hundreds of thousands) of faint galaxies. In what follows, we will apply various structural cuts to this catalog and estimate their effect on the satellite population by measuring the resulting clustering signal.
CLUSTERING MEASUREMENT METHOD
To confirm that our structural selection method works, we can measure the clustering of structurally-selected samples with respect to nearby bright galaxies that have spectroscopic redshifts, and thus reliable distance estimates. A positive clustering signal will indicate that at least part of the structurally-selected sample lies at the same distance as the primary sample, and thus that we are preferentially selecting intrinsically faint, local galaxies. We describe the construction of the primary and secondary samples, the clustering measurement, and the corrections for masking below.
Selecting Primaries
Our goal in constructing the primary sample is to select bright galaxies similar to the Milky Way, at distances small enough that their satellites will be included in the COSMOS catalog, yet extending to high enough redshift that we have enough primaries to measure the clustering of their satellites with a reasonable SNR. We take as a starting point the photometry and photometric redshifts of the COSMOS 2015 photo-z catalog (Laigle et al. 2016) , and proceed as follows:
(i) First we select all galaxies with MK S < −21.5.
(ii) We then select those galaxies with photometric redshifts z −2σz < 0.3, such that they have a reasonable chance of being low redshift objects (we choose a generous upper limit of z = 0.3 at this stage to make sure we do not exclude any primaries at the upper end of our highest redshift range.) (iii) For this subsample, we then check for any available spectroscopy, and correct the redshift if necessary, adjusting the absolute magnitudes correspondingly. For objects with spectroscopic redshifts, the redshift errors are assumed to be σz = 0.0001, or σv = 30 km s −1 . (iv) Finally, we select only those galaxies with redshift errors σz ≤ 0.1 (removing two galaxies with redshifts z > 0.3 from the primary sample.) This selection process produces an initial sample of 735 primary galaxies. We estimate halo masses and virial radii for these objects from their stellar masses, assuming a standard stellar-to-halo mass relation (e.g. Leauthaud et al. 2012) . The median stellar mass in this initial sample is M * ∼ 2.5 × 10 10 M , corresponding to a halo of mass M h ∼ 10 12 M , with a virial radius R200c 13 ∼ 200 kpc. We find that a few of the nearest and most massive systems (with M * = 2-3 × 10 11 M ) are predicted to have very large halo masses and projected virial radii R200c > 1 Mpc, complicating the clustering calculations. Thus, we make an additional cut, removing from the sample objects with absolute magnitudes brighter than −21.5 in the (SDSS) r-band. This cut reduces the final number of primaries to 527 , and the median stellar mass to M * ∼ 2×10 10 M . The largest stellar masses in the final cut sample are M * ∼ 7×10 10 M , and have estimated virial radii R200c < 300 kpc, such that our clustering calculations extend to more than three projected virial radii, even in the largest systems.
The primary sample is then divided into three redshift ranges:
• z=0.07-0.15, which contains 34 primaries; • z=0.15-0.20, which contains 57 primaries; • z=0.20-0.25, which contains 149 primaries.
The remaining 287 primaries have redshifts of 0.25 or more, which we will show is beyond the useful range for structural selection. The full redshift distribution of the primary sample is shown in Figure 4 .
Finally, we note that ST14 also applied isolation cuts to their parent sample, to select primaries in the field or in poor groups (and thus close analogues of the Milky Way), as opposed to members of rich groups or clusters. Applying similar isolation cuts to our sample reduces the number of primaries considerably, so we will forego these cuts in the current paper, since the focus here is on testing structure as a distance indicator, rather than on characterizing the satellite population of a given type of primary.
Selecting Secondaries
Our secondary source catalogue consists of those objects we were able to match between the COSMOS 2015 and SDSS catalogues, as described in Section 2.5. This sample contains 12,108 objects in total. We do not place any further cuts on this sample, since our initial goal is to test how much of the clustering signal we can recover without additional information. The photometric redshift distribution of the secondary sample is shown in Figure 4 , over the range z = 0-1. (Note there are a few secondaries with redshifts beyond z = 1 not shown on the plot.)
Masking Corrections
The COSMOS field includes regions with poor photometry in one or more bands, due to contaminating halos from bright stars, ghosts from internal reflection, or other artefacts. While detailed mask files for these regions exist in each of the 30+ COSMOS bands, we have found it less computationally demanding to calculate clustering using a single, approximate mask image with coarser sampling. We construct this mask empirically by making a 390 × 390 map of source counts in the COSMOS field, based on the entire (uncut) COSMOS 2015 catalog. Cells in this map with one or no counts are treated as potential masked regions. In a second round, any potential masked cell is determined to be masked if it has multiple neighbours with no counts. The resolution of our map file (∼ 14 ) and threshold of one count were set such that the probability of masking a cell by chance due to Poisson fluctuations is extremely small (0.0026%). We have experimented with variants on this method, changing the source count map resolution from 200 × 200 up to 600 × 600, and varying the threshold for counting cells as masked. We find that our clustering signals are stable to within ∼ 5% with respect to these variations, but that the final mask looks most accurate for resolutions around the value (390 × 390) adopted here.
The Clustering Calculation
To measure clustering, we calculate the (cross-)correlation function of secondaries with respect to primaries, that is
where N obs is the number of primary-secondary pairs observed at separation Rp, Nexp is the number of pairs expected for a uniform distribution, and Rp is the projected physical separation, assuming both members of the pair lie at the (spectroscopically determined) distance of the primary. We will also consider the 'excess number', which is simply ∆N (Rp) = ξNexp. Our method is essentially the same as that described in ST14, with a few modifications in order to apply it at larger distances, so that we can obtain reasonable statistics given the relatively small field. First, we calculate the projected separations Rp of all the primary-secondary pairs, assuming the secondaries lie at the same distance as the primary. We then count the number of pairs as a function of separation, in linear bins of width 50 kpc, ranging from 50 to 1000 kpc (with the bins centered on separations of 75 kpc, 125 kpc, etc.). The innermost bin (Rp = 0-50 kpc, corresponding to 0-8.5 at z = 0.25) is excluded to avoid potential contamination from components (e.g. H ii regions) of the primary detected independently in the catalog, and because it is comparable to the resolution of our mask for the highest redshift primaries.
To calculate the expected number of pairs, we use a local background density determined from the secondary counts between projected separations of Rp = 600 and 950 kpc (this range is also consistent with ST14). Given the stellar masses of our primaries, this range of separations should correspond to roughly 2-3 times the virial radius of their halos, and therefore measures the larger-scale local background (the '2-halo term'), rather than the overdensity associated with the primary halo. The expected counts in the outer region are corrected for masking, and then scaled to the masked area of each inner bin to determine the expected number in that annulus.
The excess counts in bin i around primary j are thus:
where
is the full geometric area of bin i in the absence of masking (and assuming small angles), Ai,j is the area of bin i around primary j after masking, Ni,j are the total counts in bin i around primary j, Aouter,j is the net area of the outer region used to calculate the background, after masking, and Nouter,j are the total counts in this region.
Figure of Merit for Clustering
To quantify the extent to which structural cuts can preferentially select local samples, it is convenient to define a single measurement of clustering that we can use as a figure of merit. In what follows, we will consider the SNR of the mean excess counts per primary ∆N (the 'clustering signal'), summed over the range of separations Rp = 50-450 kpc, relative to a local background estimated from the secondary counts at separations Rp = 600-950 kpc. To calculate the error in ∆N , we assume the main uncertainty in the mean excess counts comes from the Poisson errors on the galaxy counts N b inner and Nouter, which are propagated into an error in the final value ∆N in the usual way.
THE CLUSTERING SIGNAL

The Signal with no Additional Cuts on the Secondary Sample
To establish a baseline for subsequent measurements, we first calculate the clustering signal ∆N , by the method described in the previous section, using the entire secondary sample. Figure 5 shows the clustering signal of the full secondary sample with respect to primaries in the three redshift ranges, z = 0.07-0.15, z = 0.15-0.20 and z = 0.20-0.25 (left, middle, and right plots respectively). In each plot, the top panel shows the mean excess counts per primary in each annular bin; the middle panel shows the cumulative counts within Rp (excluding objects at Rp < 50 kpc), and the bottom panel shows the SNR of the cumulative excess, given the uncertainties in the excess counts in individual bins. (Note that since ∆N can be negative in any given bin, the cumulative counts and SNR do not necessarily increase monotonically with radius.) In the lowest redshift range, we see that while there is some marginal evidence of clustering -the differential counts interior to 600 kpc are positive on average -the SNR of the cumulative excess is around 1 or less. We infer that more distance information is needed to determine which secondaries are associated with these nearby primaries, and to remove background galaxies from the secondary sample. The middle and upper redshift bins show stronger clustering, the SNR peaking at a value of 5.5-7, at projected separations Rp = 450-500 kpc. This scale corresponds to ∼ 1.5 times the virial radius of our primaries, and matches the extent of the clustering signal seen in ST14. In terms of our previously defined figure of merit, the SNR for ∆N cumulated over the range 50-450 kpc is 0.6, 4.5, and 6.4 for the three redshift ranges respectively.
The Signal with Photo-z Cuts on the Secondary Sample
Whereas photometric redshifts derived from a few broad bands are of limited use at low redshift (e.g. Geha et al. 2017) , the COSMOS photo-zs claim percent-level accuracies, even for relatively faint galaxies at low redshift. In Figure 6 , we test this accuracy. The plot shows the surface density of secondaries around primaries, as a function of projected separation Rp and of velocity separation ∆V = c∆z as inferred from the photo-zs, the latter in units of the velocity/redshift error e∆V = cσz claimed in the catalog. We see a clear clustering signal at small projected separations, that is generally confined to the ±2σz range around the primary velocity. Assuming this excess corresponds to physically associated satellites, the width of the velocity offset distribution indicates that the photo-z error estimates in the catalog are generally realistic. Given the validity of the photo-z error estimates, we can select around each primary only those secondaries whose redshifts lie within ±2σz. (We note that secondaries should have real, physical velocity offsets with respect to the primary, but these will be negligible compared to the photo-z errors, which are typically several thousand km s −1 .) The resulting clustering signal for this cut sample is shown in Figure 7 . Comparing Figures 5 and 7 , we see that the photometric redshift cuts significantly improve the detection of the clustering signal, increasing the SNRs from less than 1 to 5.5, from 4.5 to 6.9, and from 6.4 to 9.8, in the three redshift ranges respectively.
If the photo-z selected sample were complete, these results and the results from Section 5.1 would bracket the range of clustering amplitude and SNR we could expect from structural selection. If photo-z selection is relatively inefficient, we will measure clustering around the different primary samples with SNRs comparable to those in the lower panels of Figure 5 , while if it is extremely efficient, we may approach the SNRs shown in the lower panels of Figure 7. (If the photo-z selection is incomplete, e.g. because of missing photo-zs or large redshift errors for certain objects, structural selection could actually produce a larger amplitude signal than photo-z selection, albeit with lower a SNR.)
EFFECT OF STRUCTURAL CUTS
As shown in the previous section, the SNR of the clustering signal ∆N (the figure of merit defined in section 4.5) can be increased significantly by removing background galaxies from the secondary sample. We test the effect of five simple, single-parameter structural cuts, and two slightly more complicated two-parameter cuts, on the SNR of this measurement.
Single-parameter Cuts
The single-parameter cuts we test are:
• a cut on bright magnitudes, r > r bright • a cut on faint magnitudes, r < r faint • a cut on small sizes rexp > r low exp
• a cut on high surface brightness, µ > µ bright • a cut on low surface brightness, µ < µ faint Figure 5 . Clustering between the full secondary sample and primaries in the redshift ranges z = 0.07-0.15, z = 0.15-0.20, and z = 0.20-0.25 (left, middle, and right plots respectively). In each plot, the three panels are, from top to bottom, the mean excess number of secondaries per primary in each radial bin, the cumulative excess number per primary as a function of radius (excluding objects with Rp < 50 kpc), and the total SNR of the cumulative excess detection. Figure 6 . The surface number density of primary-secondary pairs as a function of projected separation Rp and velocity offset ∆V = c∆z, where the latter has been calculated from the photo-zs, and is expressed in units of the velocity uncertainty e ∆V = cσz.
These are shown in the five panels of Figure 8 , from top left to bottom right. In the latter two cases, the surface brightness is the mean value within the effective radius, µ eff , as defined in Equation 2.
Reviewing the results of the first two cuts, in the top left and middle panels of Figure 8 , we conclude that a bright magnitude limit on the secondary sample has little effect on the SNR, until this limit becomes faint enough that it starts reducing the size of the sample substantially (at which point the SNR drops correspondingly). A faint magnitude limit has more complicated effects. For the lowest redshift primaries, the maximum SNR is achieved by cutting out secondaries fainter than r ∼ 21, while for the higher redshift primary samples, a faint magnitude cut has little effect, provided it is fainter than r ∼ 21-21.5. We note however that as we make the magnitude cut fainter, the SNR increases before the size of the secondary sample does. We conclude that objects brighter than r ∼ 21 provide a large part of the clustering signal. (All of these results are of course contingent on the magnitude distribution of our secondary sample, which extends only to ∼22.5, since our secondaries are required to have SDSS photometry.)
The results of imposing a lower size limit depend on the redshift range of the primary sample (top right panel). At low redshifts (z < 0.15), the SNR starts out at ∼ 0.5, and increases to 2.5 as the value of the lower size limit increases to 1.5 . The initial increase in SNR makes it clear that large objects are more often local, and that a lower size cut rexp 1-1.5 can enhance the fraction of local dwarfs in the sample. If the size limit is increased beyond this value, the SNR drops, probably due to the loss of objects from the secondary sample (as indicated by the smooth curve). Also the effectiveness of size cuts is restricted to low redshift; for the two upper redshift bins, a lower limit on secondary size reduces the SNR of the clustering signal overall.
Somewhat surprisingly, limits on surface brightness µ do not generally improve the SNR, except possibly at low redshift. In the lowest redshift bin, cutting out objects with surface brightness µ 24 increases the clustering SNR from ∼0.5 to 1.5, but for the higher redshift bins, the highest SNR are achieved for no cuts at all. (A faint cut around µ ∼ 22 also appears to increase the SNR of the clustering Figure 7 . The clustering signal, as in Figure 5 , but after applying photo-z cuts to select only those secondaries likely to be at the same redshift as their primary. Figure 8 . The clustering SNR as a function of bright and faint limits on the magnitude of the secondaries (top row, left and centre panels), a lower limit on secondary size rexp (top row, right panel), and bright and faint limits on secondary surface brightness µ eff (bottom row, left and right panels). All quantities are measured in the SDSS r-band. In each panel, the three sets of points are for the three primary redshift ranges. The smooth (blue) curve in each panel indicates the total number of secondaries left in the sample after applying the magnitude cut (with the scale indicated on the right side of the plot).
measurement for the lowest redshift primaries, but in this case the size of the secondary sample is so small that we take this to be noise in the calculated SNR.) Overall, we conclude that for low-redshift primaries, a lower limit on secondary size and/or a faint limit on magnitude can significantly increase the SNR of the clustering measurement. At higher redshift (z = 0.2-0.25), single parameter cuts generally have no effect, or reduce the SNR. Given the distribution of local dwarfs in magnitude-surface brightness or magnitude-size space (Figure 3) , we expect that simultaneous cuts in two parameters may be more effective than single-parameter cuts. Before we consider these, however, we will briefly discuss the purity of the cut samples.
Purity of the Secondary Samples
While structural selection can enhance the SNR of the clustering signal significantly, the purity of the final cut sample, that is the fraction of the sample that is physically associated with the primaries, remains low. In terms of our previously defined quantities, the purity of a cut sample can be defined as the ratio P = ∆N/(∆N + Nexp). The left panel of Figure 9 shows the purity of samples produced by a faint magnitude cut. When all but the brightest secondaries are cut out of the sample, the resulting purity is 20% or higher; on the other hand these cuts drastically reduce the size of the sample, and thus the SNR of the clustering measurements. Less severe cuts at r =21-22 maximize the SNR, but reduce the purity to 5-15% or less. In particular, for the lowest redshift primaries, the magnitude cut with the highest clustering SNR produces a final sample with a purity P ∼8% .
The right panel of Figure 9 shows the purity of samples produced by a cut on small sizes. Here too, strict cuts on the secondary sample (removing all but the largest galaxies) produce higher purity (25-30%) but eliminate most of the sample, reducing the overall SNR of the clustering signal. Less strict cuts generally increase the SNR at the expense of purity. The exception is for the lowest redshift primaries, where size cuts around 1.4 maximize the SNR, while still retaining a purity of almost 15% .
The purity in these two examples, P ∼5-15% , is typical for all the single-parameter structural cuts we have considered in this paper. Cuts on two parameters can produce slightly higher purity, as discussed below, but still have P <50% . Thus, while structurally-selected samples are useful for constraining overall satellite abundance, they should be used with caution when, e.g., targeting objects for spectroscopic follow-up. Even extreme magnitude or size cuts that eliminate most of the sample are relatively ineffective at conclusively identifying individual objects as low-redshift dwarf galaxies, in the absence of spectroscopic information.
Two-parameter Cuts
The distribution of apparent (SDSS r-band) magnitude versus size and versus surface brightness for the secondary sample is shown in Figures 10 and 11 . The colour scale indicates the photometric redshift, while galaxies at z < 0.1 or z > 0.7 are denoted by larger squares/circles respectively, and shown separately in the side panels. We see that nearby galaxies (z < 0.1) are generally larger and lower surface brightness, but that the typical size and surface brightness depend on magnitude. Thus, two-parameter cuts in these planes seem promising for local galaxy selection.
Size-magnitude Cuts
First, we consider a size-magnitude cut. After experimenting initially with linear cuts, we found that cuts in log(size) produced slightly higher SNRs. These cuts select objects with r-band magnitudes satisfying
For positive/negative values of m, selected objects lie above a line sloping downwards/upwards (since magnitude increases downwards) in the magnitude-size space shown in Figure 10 . The two free parameters are r0, the intercept of the line at rexp = 1 , and m, the slope in log(rexp).
In Figure 12 , we show the value of our figure of merit (the SNR of the mean excess counts, integrated between projected separations of 50-450 kpc), as a function of the parameters r0 and m, for primaries in three redshift ranges. For the lowest redshift primaries, we find that a bright value for r0 and a broad range of positive slopes (from ∼2-5) can increase the SNR from ∼0 to ∼4. This (fairly aggressive) cut removes small and/or faint objects, which are generally farther away. As we move to higher primary redshift, cuts with a fainter value of r0 become optimal, including some with very large slopes m. For large values of m, these are close to pure size cuts. Finally at the highest redshift range, faint magnitude cuts produce the highest SNR. In particular, we need to include objects down to r = 21-22 or fainter to recover the maximum SNR. The lines on Figure 10 show the location of the best size-magnitude cuts for the three primary redshift ranges. Overall, comparing to our results from Sections 5.1 and 5.2, we find that size-magnitude cuts only improve the SNR significantly for low-redshift (z < 0.15) primaries.
Surface Brightness-magnitude Cuts
Next, we consider a cut in surface brightness and magnitude selecting objects with r-band magnitudes
where r0, the intercept at µ = 25, and m, the slope, are the two free parameters, and surface brightnesses are all µ eff . The results of this cut are shown in Figure 13 . As in the previous figure, we see an initial pattern for low-redshift primaries (top left panel), that gradually changes as we move to higher primary redshift. At the lowest redshifts, this cut is relatively ineffective, except for one or two specific points in parameter space, which may simply reflect noise in the sampling or the clustering measurement. As the primary redshift limit increases, we find that cuts at fairly faint r0 with slopes close to m = 0 (i.e. pure magnitude cuts) do best. Finally, for the highest redshift limit, any cut with a negative slope seems to work well. The lines on Figure 11 show the location of the best cuts for the three primary redshift ranges. Table 1 lists the optimal parameter choices (i.e. those that maximize our figure of merit, the SNR of the clustering measurement) for the (log) size-magnitude cuts (first six columns) and the surface brightness-magnitude cuts (last six columns). For comparison, in the last two rows of each section of the table, we also list the corresponding SNRs for the secondary catalogue with no cuts (SNRnc), or with photo-z cuts around each primary (SNRpz). These SNRs were shown previously in the lower panels of Figures 5 and 7 . Figure 14 shows the clustering signal around the lowestredshift primaries (z < 0.15), for the best of the structural cuts we have tested, a cut in (log) size and magnitude with the parameters listed in Table 1 . The SNR reaches a value of 4.3 at 450 kpc, compared to 5.5 for the photo-z-selected sample (Figure 7 ), or 0.6 for the uncut secondary sample ( Figure 5 ). Thus, we recover about 80% of the maximum SNR obtainable with COSMOS-quality photo-zs. We can also calculate the purity of the cut sample, P = ∆N/(∆N + Nexp). For the optimal size-magnitude cut this is relatively high, P = 0.34, so more than a third of selected objects are genuine satellites. The net effect of the structural cuts on the redshift distribution of the secondaries can be seen by comparing the photo-zs of the uncut and cut samples. Figure 15 shows these distributions for the entire secondary sample, and after applying best single-parameter cuts in magnitude or size, or the best size-magnitude cut (our 'optimal' cut). We see that a size cut on its own is of limited use, as it reduces the size of the sample but not the shape of the redshift distribution, except perhaps at very low redshift. A cut in magnitude is more effective, reducing the number of objects at z > 0.4, and eliminating most objects beyond z ∼ 0.6-0.8. The optimal size-magnitude cut is most effective, however, eliminating most objects beyond z = 0.4, and shifting the peak of the redshift distribution from z = 0.35 to z = 0.1.
Optimal Structural Cuts
The completeness of our cut sample, relative to a photoz selected one, is a little less clear. On the one hand, applying the optimal (size-magnitude) cut to the secondary catalogue reduces the number of objects with photo-zs below 0.15 to 18% of the uncut number, suggesting our completeness should be ∼ 20% or less. The best magnitude or size cuts reduce the sample size by similar factors. On the other hand, comparing Figures 14 and 7 , we see the excess counts reach a value of ∆N ∼ 2 at 450 kpc, or ∆N ∼ 3 at large radii in the structurally selected secondary sample with the optimal cut, versus ∆N = 3 or ∆N = 4, respectively, in the photo-z selected sample. This suggests that the cut sample contains 66-75% of the true satellites in the photo-z selected one (with an uncertainty of about 20% on that fraction). One possible resolution to this puzzle is if the photo-z selected sample is itself incomplete, due to missing photozs, catastrophic failures, or other problems. In this case, the amplitude of the clustering signal in Figure 7 would be an underestimate of the true signal. At the moment, we will content ourselves with comparing the relative performance of structural selection and photo-z selection, and leave a discussion of absolute performance and completeness to future work.
Overall, we conclude that at low redshift (z < 0.15), structural selection can be very effective, recovering ∼80% of the clustering signal obtainable with high quality photo-zs, with reasonable completeness and purity (∼66% and 33% respectively, albeit with some uncertainty in the absolute completeness). This result is particularly impressive, given that we have considered only simple cuts, defined either by a single limit in magnitude, size or surface brightness, or by a linear relation between magnitude and log(size) or between magnitude and surface brightness. Furthermore, our cuts are based on relatively shallow SDSS photometry, whereas the COSMOS photo-zs are based on 30 bands of photometry, Figure 10 . The magnitude-size distribution of the secondary sample. Points are coloured by redshift (mainly photo-zs, corrected with spectroscopic redshifts where they are available). Larger squares and circles indicate the lowest and highest redshift objects, respectively, and are also shown separately in the side panels for clarity. A few data points with very large exponential scale radii are not shown on the plot. Lines indicate the optimal structural cuts in this space, for primary redshift ranges 0.07-0.15 (upper/rightmost line), 0.15-0.20 (middle line) and 0.20-0.25 (bottom/leftmost line). In each case, the structural cut selects galaxies above the line. Figure 11 . The magnitude-surface brightness distribution of the secondary sample. Points are coloured by redshift, with the larger symbols indicating the highest and lowest redshift objects, as in Figure 10 . Lines indicate the optimal structural cuts in this space, for increasing primary redshift from top to bottom. In each case, the structural cut selects galaxies above the line. most of it from much deeper and/or higher-resolution imaging.
At higher redshift, it is worth noting that these simple structural cuts are not as effective. The highest SNRs we achieve, 5.4 for z < 0.15-0.20 and 6.9 for z = 0.20-0.25, are only slightly higher than those obtained without any cuts on the secondary catalog (cf. Figure 5 ), indicating that we have not succeeded in separating foreground and background galaxies very effectively at these distances.
Completeness and Bias in Other Properties
While we have shown structural selection can be effective in preferentially selecting faint satellites around nearby galaxies, even out to redshift z ∼ 0.15, one potential concern is the completeness of such samples, and any biases that structural selection may introduce in other satellite properties. In particular, since red and blue galaxies differ in structure, we might expect structural selection to bias the colour distribution of the final samples. To test this possibility, Figure 16 compares the (SDSS) g − r colour distribution for the whole secondary sample, and the distributions after two of the optimal size-magnitude cuts are applied. The distributions look remarkably similar, modulo an overall scaling, although the cuts do shift the mean colour slightly to the blue (from g − r = 1.11 for the whole sample to g − r = 1.10 after the optimal size-magnitude cut for the redshift range 0.15-0.2 is applied, or g − r = 1.03 after the optimal sizemagnitude cut for the redshift range 0.07-0.15 is applied).
In fact, a significant part of the clustering signal comes from galaxies with blue or intermediate colours. The top panel of Figure 17 shows the excess counts integrated from 50 to 450 kpc around primaries in the redshift range z = 0.07-0.15, as a function of satellite colour. As before, the optimal size-magnitude cut for this redshift range has been applied to the secondary sample. We see roughly equal signals from all three blue bins, but less signal for the reddest bin (albeit with large uncertainties). On the other hand, our satellites are not necessarily forming stars rapidly. The bottom panel of Figure 17 shows the clustering signal for secondaries binned by specific star formation rate (SSFR, as derived in the COSMOS 2015 catalog -cf. Laigle et al. 2016 ). Here we see that passive galaxies are generally more clustered than active ones. This suggests that the pattern of clustering with colour seen in the top panel may be a result of the redshift distribution of the secondary sample, rather than a dependence on rest-frame colour. In some applications, colour cuts might provide a useful addition to structural cuts in selecting satellites, albeit with significant implications for completeness.
OTHER MORPHOLOGICAL DISTANCE INDICATORS
Finally, while working with the COSMOS catalog, we have noted (and have had pointed out to us) many individual galaxies that appear to be nearby from their detailed morphology, showing features such as multiple point sources in the Hubble Space Telescope (HST) imaging. Although it is slightly tangential to our main argument, in this section we will briefly consider the use of these detailed morphological features to estimate distances to very nearby dwarfs.
Serendipitous Discoveries and their Redshifts
Over the years, close examination of COSMOS HST images has revealed a number of galaxies that appear to be resolved, partially resolved, or otherwise unusual. Through visual examination, we have divided these serendipitous discoveries into seven rough classes:
(i) Class 1 objects contain many clearly recognizable point sources, which together account for a significant fraction of their light. The implication is that they are close enough to be resolved into regions dominated by individual bright stars in the COSMOS ACS images (which have a resolution of approximately 0.095 in F814W -cf. Koekemoer et al. 2007 ).
(ii) Class 2 may be resolved or partially resolved into point sources, but are less distinct than Class 1.
(iii) Class 3 objects appear to be high surface-brightness galaxies at larger distances, but still close enough to have visible H ii regions and the like.
(iv) Class 4 objects are large and extremely LSB, suggesting some or all may be local LSB dwarfs.
(v) Class 5 objects appear to be distant galaxies whose light is significantly contaminated by a single bright galactic star superposed on the galaxy.
(vi) Class 6 objects are LSB galaxies with a few superposed point sources that may or may not be foreground galactic stars.
(vii) Class 7 includes all other strange or unusual objects that look like they might be nearby.
Class 1 appears to be complete, in the sense that an examination of bright, low-redshift objects in the photo-z catalog reveals no other similar objects that were not already discovered serendipitously. Class 2 appears to be fairly complete as well, although it may be missing some similar objects. The other classes are very incomplete, though enough objects are known in each to provide a representative sample.
Given the COSMOS photo-zs are accurate at the percent level, even at low redshift, as discussed in section 2, we can use them to verify the robustness of this visual classification. Figures 18 and 19 show the visual class and magnitude respectively, plotted versus distance inferred from the (photometric or spectroscopic) redshift.
14 For Classes 1-3, we see that visual classification is surprisingly effective. All objects classified visually as being clearly nearby (Class 1) lie at distances less than D = 130 Mpc, and all but two are at D < 80 Mpc. The less certain Class 2 objects are also fairly local, but lie at distances up to 260 Mpc. Class 3 objects, which appear to be more distant visually, generally . From top to bottom, the (SDSS) g−r colour distribution of the entire secondary sample (grey), the colour distribution of the sample after the optimal size-magnitude cut for the redshift range 0.15-0.2 is applied (orange), and the distribution for the sample after the optimal size-magnitude cut for the redshift range 0.07-0.15 is applied (blue). are further away, with minimum distances of 90 Mpc. The other classes consist of objects whose distances are harder to estimate, or may be incorrect due to foreground contamination; as expected, their photo-zs indicate that they lie at a wide range of distances (Classes 5-7 are possibly contaminated and/or confusing objects, so we do not include them in Figure 18 ).
The distribution of serendipitous identifications with distance and magnitude ( Figure 19 ) also sheds some light on the net outcome of visual classification. Bright objects within 100 Mpc are generally assigned Class 1; bright objects at larger distances are generally assigned Class 3; Class 2 objects are generally fainter and lie at a range of distances, while the other classes, similarly, are faint and spread over a range of distances. We note that in some cases, the success of visual classification is circular; the objects in the serendipitous catalog come from many different sources, and some were flagged as having low photo-zs before they were examined visually. The majority of the serendipitous discoveries were identified directly in the HST imaging before their photo-z was checked, however, so overall we can confirm that visual classification works fairly well, even in the absence of other information.
From these figures, we conclude that visual classification of images with HST resolution can reliably identify bright (i + < 19) local galaxies out to distances of ∼100 Mpc, and can identify some fainter (i + = 19-21) galaxies out to ∼250 Mpc. The COSMOS field alone has more than a dozen of each, in an area of less than 2 square degrees. This has interesting implications for future wide-field, space-based imaging surveys. Surveys such as those planned with Euclid 15 and WFIRST 16 can expect to discover tens of thousands of local, resolved galaxies, greatly enhancing our knowledge of faint, nearby galaxy populations. Table A1 lists the IDs, coordinates, redshifts and magnitudes of the serendipitous discoveries, sorted by class. The IDs are from the COSMOS 2015 catalog, except where indicated. We note the following about individual objects:
Notes on Individual Objects
260583 (LSBC L1-099) This is a bright Magellanic-type irregular, first catalogued by Impey et al. (1996) , and detected in H i by Taylor et al. (1996) . It has a spectroscopic redshift of 1816 km/s, and is part of a dwarf-dominated group in the COSMOS field at a distance of roughly 26 Mpc. This galaxy is highly fragmented in the COSMOS 2015 catalogue; as many as 18 separate catalog entries may correspond to starforming regions or nebulosity associated with this galaxy.
279307 This irregular galaxy may be a superposition or merger between two or more objects. In the COSMOS 2015 catalogue, it is split into two separate components. It appears to have multiple faint/marginal point sources, so we have placed it in Class 2 (marginally resolved), although there is also a single, much brighter point source towards the edge of the object that could be a contaminating foreground star.
549719 This low surface-brightness object, close to a bright star, is resolved into several dozen faint point sources in HST images (see Figure 21) . Unusually, it has imaging in three separate ACS filters, F814W and F475W from the COSMOS survey, and F606W (as well as F814W) from the CANDELS survey (Koekemoer et al. 2011) . A comparison of the different HST images shows that the point sources have a broad range of colours, suggesting that they may be the brightest (supergiant) stars in an actively star-forming system. The object also appears bright in GALEX images of the COS-MOS field. The photometric redshift puts this object at a rough distance of 21.5 ± 34 Mpc, but given many COSMOS galaxies in this distance range are part of the previously mentioned group at 26 Mpc, it seems likely that this object Figure 20 . Cutouts from the COSMOS ACS mosaics (Koekemoer et al. 2007) showing examples of the different visual classes from the serendipitous sample. Each image is centred on the catalog coordinates and scaled to 6.6 r eff on a side (with the exception of 709026, where the image is 15 on a side). Rows 1 and 2, from left to right, contain Class 1 (resolved) objects 213165, 260583, 331749, 401988, 458976, 561851, and 653748, 677414, 686606, 709026, 733922, 551648 respectively. (The last object on row 2, 551648 (ARK227), is Class 1 but may have the wrong spectroscopic distance.) Row 3 contains the Class 2 (marginally resolved) objects 259971, 279307, 589205, 627637, 642238, 997756 . Row 4 contains the Class 3 (distant) objects 460674, 660791, 706494, 915194, 923647, 955856 . Row 5 contains the Class 4 (LSB) objects 261496, 282078, 643833, 733610, 771819, 1038253 . The final row contains Class 5 (contaminated) objects 377112, 484608, Class 6 (contaminated/LSB) objects 423926, 840592, and Class 7 (unclear) objects 518816, 731241.
is another faint member of the group. If one or the other of these two distance estimates is correct, 549719 has an absolute magnitude of −12.4 or −12.7 in i + , making it one of the faintest resolved galaxies known at this distance.
On the other hand, another intriguing possibility is that 549719 could be a nearby analogue of the 'ultradiffuse galaxies' (UDGs) recently discovered in the Coma cluster (van Dokkum et al. 2015) . Slightly deeper HST imaging of these objects shows them to be diffuse, low surface-brightness, roughly spheroidal systems, with dozens of bright point sources corresponding to globular clusters (van Dokkum et al. 2017) . While the point sources in 549719 show a broad range of colours, and depending on its distance, may be too faint to be globular clusters, the possibility that this object is a field UDG warrants further investigation, as it does for several other objects in the serendipitous cata- logue (e.g. 458976, 316142, the very faint 300323, and the objects in Class 4).
551648 (ARK227) This previously catalogued galaxy has a spectroscopic redshift of 1793 km/s, putting it at a distance of D ∼26 Mpc, in the same group as 26058 and 677414, and giving it an absolute magnitude of −17.8. It seems likely this redshift is incorrect, however, as the galaxy appears to be an intrinsically bright, regular elliptical with a large population of globular clusters. The brightest of these have magnitudes of i + ∼ 23-24, suggesting a distance up to two times further away. 677414 (LSBC L1-100) This is another bright, Magellanictype irregular, originally catalogued by Impey et al. (1996) . It has a spectroscopic redshift of 1729 km/s, and is likely part of the same group as 260583. It is fragmented into at least four separate components in the COSMOS 2015 catalogue.
709026 The size of this object appears to be incorrect in the COSMOS 2015 catalogue, so we have included a 15 cutout in Figure 20 . It has many distinct point sources, however, as well as extended diffuse emission, so it is clearly Class 1.
J100222.70+022520.3
This object is large and relatively diffuse, but is also located very close to a bright star. In the deeper ground-based COSMOS images it appears to have a central bar and twisting isophotes. It was masked out of the COSMOS 2015 catalogue, although it appears in earlier versions of the COSMOS photometric and photo-z catalogues (Capak et al. 2007; Mobasher et al. 2007) , where it has a photo-z of 0.09 (i.e. a distance of D ∼400 Mpc). It is not clear whether it contains resolved point sources; the one or two in this area may be foreground stars seen in projection. Given its unusual size and surface brightness, we have included it in Class 7, although it is also another plausible candidate field UDG.
Finally, we note that two objects, 213165 and 259971, have multiple conflicting redshifts listed within 1 of each other. 213165 has redshifts 0.03 and 0.1529 listed, while 259971 has redshifts 0.01 and 0.8058 listed. Both objects appear to be local, however (particularly 213165, which appears to be resolved into multiple point sources), so the status of these objects is unclear.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
From a theoretical point of view, dwarf galaxies are particularly important as tracers of small-scale dark matter structure, both in the field and within the halos of brighter galaxies. The faintest identified dwarfs are members of the Local Group, but this sample may not be representative of dwarf properties in general. In particular, if satellite populations depend on the properties -stellar mass, morphology, and/or detailed star formation history -of their central galaxy, many more examples of satellite populations will be needed to clarify these connections. Thus, identifying intrinsically faint galaxies in the nearby universe beyond the Local Group is of considerable importance.
Based on the local samples that exist, there should be a large population of objects just below the spectroscopic limits of current wide-field surveys, whose distinct structural properties can be used to separate them to some degree from the much larger number of faint background galaxies. In this paper, we have experimented with structural selection as a tool for quantifying local dwarf populations, selecting samples with cuts in magnitude, size and surface brightness, and using their clustering with respect to bright galaxies with known redshifts to confirm that some fraction of the selected sample is indeed nearby.
We have tested this approach using the photometric redshift catalog of the COSMOS survey, since it is one of the only sources of accurate redshift estimates for large numbers of faint galaxies. In other ways, however, COSMOS is not the ideal survey for our purposes, as it covers only a small field. As a result, we have pushed our approach, originally introduced in ST14 to identify galaxies with ∼40 Mpc, out to a redshift of z = 0.15 or more, that is roughly 15 times further away.
We find that structural selection does work surprisingly well even out to these distances, although it starts to fail beyond that. It produces samples enhanced in local dwarfs that are neither complete nor unbiased in magnitude or luminosity, but can nonetheless be useful in studying satellite abundance at a statistical level. Our best selection cuts recover two-thirds of the clustering signal measured using the extremely high quality COSMOS photo-zs, with 80% of the SNR, and a purity of ∼33%.
The structural selection methods tested here were deliberately based on SDSS photometry in the COSMOS field, which has both poor spatial resolution and fairly bright surface-brightness limits ( µ eff [25] [26] [27] (Aihara et al. 2018) ) will push detection limits much further into the region of parameter space populated by the known local dwarfs. Danieli et al. (2018) , for instance, show that integrated light surveys with Dragonfly or similar instruments could detect typical local dwarfs in the magnitude range MV = −5 to −10 out to distances of D ∼ 10 Mpc. Thus, these surveys will fill in the gap between the 'ultrafaints', detected locally using star counts, and the brighter populations we are able to characterize at larger distances (z ≤ 0.15, or D 600 Mpc), using structural selection and clustering. We note, however, that spectroscopic follow-up may be challenging or impossible for very low surface-brightness objects, so even with these new samples, clustering analysis may still be required to determine the purity and true satellite fraction.
Our serendipitous discovery of dozens of local galaxies in the COSMOS field also augurs well for future space-based imaging surveys. While the COSMOS samples of very local galaxies are relatively small, surveys such as Euclid 19 or WFIRST 20 should detect tens of thousands of similar objects. Here too, we expect structural selection to help significantly in separating nearby galaxies from distant ones, revealing the faintest galaxies of the local universe. 
